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CHEST OF DRAWER



Recliner  lounge  Suite
12. quatro
14. agestone
15. orion
16. BALI
17. LENA
18. harvey
20. elite
22. burlington
24. harmoney
26. bermuda
27. brisco
28. tommy
30. MILAN
31. coltON
32. pUMA
34. LUXURY
36. KYLA



contents
chest of drawer

04. astral
05. triunfo
05. london
06. tulipa
07. hamilton
08. aurora
09. karen
10. mIssina
10. zia 4
11. zia 5
12. avalon
13. elite
14. capela
15. golden
16. murano
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Accommodats Tv set and decorative 
objects

strength

620 x 860 x 410mm
dimensions

astral
chest of drawer
Astral Chest of Drawer 4D in vanilla touch, a product with modern and sophisticated design. Made 
in MDP of 12 and 15 mm and has polyester finish with ultraviolet drying, high strength PVC handles, 
metal slides and casters to facilitate the locomotion. The Astral Chest of Drawer 4D takes beauty, 
charm and functionality to your bedroom!

Colour

drawers
4 Drawers
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TRIUNFO  CHEST OF DRAWER 

London  CHEST OF DRAWER 

The Triunfo Chest of Drawer 5D is ideal 
for you to store your clothes or acces-
sories. With 5 spacious drawers and 
decorative niche you’ll be able to keep 
everything in place. Made in MDP of 
12 and 15 mm and has polyester fin-
ish with ultraviolet drying, high strength 
PVC handles, metal slides and casters 
to facilitate the locomotion, guarantee-
ing greater durability and resistance to 
the furniture.

Sturdy London Chest of Drawer 7-draw-
er offer’s a extreme utility and organisa-
tion due to the large number of drawers 
and door compartments, for shoes and 
hangers, 25mm reinforced top for larger 
TVs and casters for easy handling. in 
the environment.

Colour

Colour

MDP 12 and 15 mm Room for 
accommodation of lampshade

strength

1110 x 860 x 420mm
dimensions

drawers
5 Drawers

Reinforced 25 mm for 
larger TV’s

strength

1120 x 1700 x 450mm
dimensions

drawers
7 drawers with metal slides

2 door 
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tulipa
CHEST OF DRAWER
Beautiful 4-Drawer Tulipa Chest of Drawer, has a unique design and offers ample space in the 4 
drawers, as well as niche-shaped shelves that embellish the product. 18mm MDP reinforced top and 
finished MDF handles that accompany the furniture colour patterns. 

Colour

910 × 420 × 1030mm
dimensions

drawers
4 Drawers

4 Niches for small object
storage
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Hamilton
CHEST OF DRAWER
The elegant Hamilton Chest of Drawer takes its design inspiration from classic 
styling. With all of the traditional flair unique to the style— with steel handles 
and distinct framing—this piece is the perfect addition to your traditional adult 
or youth bedroom. Crafted of veneer, PB, and in a dark black finish, this chest 
of drawer will add distinguished elegance to your room. 

Colour

1460 × 500 × 800mm
dimensions

drawers
4 Drawers

Veneer finish
wood

2 door 
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aurora
CHEST OF DRAWER
The Aurora Chest of Drawer is functional that offers excellent drawer and compartment with door 
and movable shelf for shoe storage or for hanging hangers. Handles in MDF with colour finish of the 
product. Spacious screen top for TVs up to 40 inches.

Colour

High gloss white

1230mm × 470mm × 1110 mm
dimensions

drawers
7 Drawers

wood
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1400 x 410 x 900mm
dimensions

kAREN
chest of drawer
Traditional in design and modest in scale, the elegant Karen chest of drawer takes its design 
inspiration from classic styling. With all of the traditional flair unique to the style-antique bronze 
metal bale drawer pulls and distinct framing this piece is the perfect addition to your traditional adult 
or youth bedroom. Crafted of rubberwood solids, PB, and in a dark black finish, this dresser will add 
distinguished elegance to your room. 

Colour

drawers
6 Drawers

wood
MDF | Rubberwood
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MISSINA  CHEST OF DRAWER 

ZIA 4  CHEST OF DRAWER 

The elegant Chest of drawer takes its 
design inspiration from classic styling. 
With all of the traditional flair unique to 
the style— with wooden handles and 
distinct framing—this piece is the per-
fect addition to your traditional adult 
or youth bedroom. Crafted of veneer, 
PB, and in a 2 tone finish, this dresser 
will add distinguished elegance to your 
room.

The Zia Chest of Drawer 4D is ideal for 
you to store your clothes or accesories. 
Made in MDF and pine, metal slides 
and casters to facilitate the locomotion, 
guaranteeing greater durability and 
resistance to the furniture.

390 x 830 x 760mm
dimensions

drawers
4 drawers

1370 x 500 x 800mm
dimensions

drawers
6 Drawers

wood
MDF & Veneer finish 

wood
MDF and Pine
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ZIA 5
CHEST OF DRAWER
The Zia Chest of Drawer 5D is ideal for you to store your clothes or accessories. Made in MDF and 
pine, metal slides and casters to facilitate the locomotion, guaranteeing greater durability and resis-
tance to the furniture.

www.discountfurniturewholesalers.co.za

390 x 830 x 920mm
dimensions

drawers
5 drawers

wood
MDF and Pine

Colour
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AVALON
CHEST OF DRAWER
The elegant Avalon Chest of drawer takes its design inspiration from classic styling. With all of the 
traditional flair unique to the style— with brass handles and distinct framing—this piece is the perfect 
addition to your traditional adult or youth bedroom. Crafted of veneer, PB, and in a dark black finish, 
this dresser will add distinguished elegance to your room. 1210 x 500 x 750 mm

dimensions

drawers
3 Drawers

wood
Walnut Finish
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Elite
Multi Purpose Cabinet
The Elite Multi Purpose Cabinet a perfect mobile to complete your room, it is 
produced in MDP and finished in UV printing. All to make your environment 
charming and elegant as you always wanted.

Colour

940 × 380 × 1460 mm
dimensions

2 door 

3 shelves

www.discountfurniturewholesalers.co.za
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capela
wardrobe
Capela Wardrobe 6 doors and 2 external drawers with metal slides. Versatile model that offers ex-
cellent internal and external configuration due to the great number of internal shelves, besides the 
central niche also with shelves and mirror door. Drawers with greater depth and a lower compartment 
suitable for several pairs of shoes.

Colour

1500 × 470 × 2100 mm
dimensions

1 mirror

6 door 

2 drawers
2 external drawers
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golden
wardrobe
Golden Wardrobe closet A perfect furniture to complete your room, it is produced in MDP and finished 
in UV printing. All to make your environment charming and elegant as you always wanted.

Colour

1500 × 470 × 2100 mm
dimensions

1 mirror

5 door 

drawers
2 external drawers

www.discountfurniturewholesalers.co.za
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murano
WARDROBE 
There are 10 hinged doors and 3 external drawers with metal slides, plus an option for you to keep 
t-shirts and smaller pieces. In addition, it has exclusive handles and fixed feet in PVC that guarantee 
the stability of the Murano Wardrobe. And to have MDP structure and coating in UV Paint for maxi-
mum durability.

Colour

10 hinged door doors & 
3 external drawer

Storage

Coating in UV Paint
coating

2010 × 470 × 2190 mm
dimensions

3 drawers


